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KENAI PENINSULA BOROUGH
PROPOSITION SUMMARY

PROPOSITION NO.   2 

TERM LIMITS FOR THE ASSEMBLY
To be voted on by all borough voters

Shall Initiative Ordinance 2007-01, limiting terms of office for the assembly to two
consecutive terms, be approved?  

On August 4, 2007, the Borough Clerk certified an initiative petition which seeks to
prohibit a person who has completed two consecutive assembly terms from serving
on the assembly again until a period of 3 years has passed.  

A “term” is proposed to include a regular three-year term of office for an assembly
member, or any portion of a regular term of office served by appointment or election
to the remainder of an unexpired term vacated by another person, or any term served
by election that is less than three years because of a change in assembly composition,
membership structure, districting or apportionment.

If approved, this ordinance would apply beginning with any current assembly member
whose second consecutive term of office ends in 2007, 2008 or 2009, and would
prohibit them from serving another consecutive term.

BALLOT LANGUAGE FOR PROPOSITION NO. 2

Shall Initiative Ordinance 2007-01, limiting terms of office for the assembly to two
consecutive terms, be approved?  This ordinance prohibits a person who has
completed two consecutive terms (either a regular three-year term or any portion of
a term) from serving on the assembly until a period of 3 years has passed since the
end of that person’s second consecutive term.  This ordinance applies retroactively
to current assembly members whose second consecutive terms end in 2007, 2008 or
2009 and would prohibit them from serving another consecutive term.

YES [A Yes vote limits terms for assembly members to two
consecutive terms, which would include any portion of a term
served less than 3 years and would prohibit those members from
serving in office until a period of 3 years has passed since the end
of that member’s second term.]

NO [A  No vote would defeat the ordinance.]
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